
Our company is hiring for a senior engineering. If you are looking for an exciting
place to work, please take a look at the list of qualifications below.

Responsibilities for senior engineering

Lead and collaborate closely across all of Global Operations to represent the
Operations team on the staff of the key R&D / Development leadership
teams
Partner with various Sears Member Technology and business user teams to
deliver enterprise-wide digital transformation projects, create and execute on
application and platform development roadmaps, and ensure adoption of
product lifecycle management best practices that enable significant
enhancement in software development agility and application stability
Influence the discovery and decision-making process for mainframe and
legacy application and platform transformation to modern standards and
design patterns
Provide thought-leadership and coordinate product management and design
activities to enhance performance, optimize application logic, define
technology and business KPIs for promotional marketing, regular pricing,
promotional offer management, markdown optimization, promotional and
clearance pricing, digital and print signing technology domains for SHC
brands in online and retail operations
Develop and execute department and team policies and procedures that
affect immediate operations and have organization-wide effects
Partner with Advanced Research and Product Development to determine the
Operations requirements for innovations within the technology roadmaps
Makes changes to or upgrades existing mechanical designs
Lead application engineering, product engineering and test engineering team
Prepare budget and Capital Request for engineering related activities
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Qualifications for senior engineering

Ability to read and understand schematics, data sheets, and other technical
documents
Industry experience in Process Development, including experience with
process scale-up and technology transfer, moving from laboratory to pilot
plant and production scale
A minimum of 5 years' experience as a Fitter/ Fitter & Turner/ Millwright with
Fitting artisan
A minimum of 2 years relevant experience in a treatment plant/mine support
service/open pit engineering infrastructure
Experience at a supervisory level
BS degree in Computer Science/Computer Engineering or other related fields
with minimum of twelve years of experience in systems and solution design,
architecture, and development


